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7 Abstracts

Considerations for Designing Environments
from Passive Defense Perspective

Mostafa Farzam Shad1

Protecting human lives and their environments as a grand strategy, plays an important role in the
national macro decision- making and urban development. Attacking cities and public places has
long been taken into considerations by attackers, because any strike against these centers have vast
destructive effects on city functions which bear key significance in the victory of the attackers in
such a way that even international regulations will not prevent them from attacking and ignoring its
psychological advantages.
Therefore, taking the mitigation of vulnerability of these places into considerations has an important
stance in increasing the defensive capability of every country. This measure needs a solution and
necessitates taking preventive actions to protect citizens' lives as state's human assets and to elevate
the national-psychological morale and capabilities.
The lack of safe places in sites, open city space and open residential areas endangers their residents
during the crisis period, whereas, by smart designing these places, we are able to not only prevent
environmental vulnerability at the time of crisis and during the initial period of an enemy attack,
caused by fragmentations, battle debris, shock waves or collapse of buildings on the people living in
these places, but we can also create beautiful space integrated with architectural enhancement, in
such a way that these
places have high efficiency at usual time, as well. Utilizing elevation difference, earth natural
steepness, walls, plants, collateral building patterns and so on, are among factors we can take
advantage of in this regard.
Regarding the Islamic government's emphasis on the passive defense considerations to increase the
relative security of its citizens and to maintain and enhance the state's defensive capability in the
event of a possible war, doing research in the fields of architecture and urban design and also
preparing technical criteria for the design of public places, is an important necessity. The present
research makes an attempt to respond to part of this key necessity through giving architectural
design criteria for environments and public places.
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